Developmental Education Committee
Progress and Accomplishments:
In AY 2018-2019 the Dev Ed Committee has continued to “support and oversee DVC
Developmental Education Strategic plan, determine strategic initiatives for yearly focus…and
coordinate funding activities related to the Statewide Basic Skills Initiative Funds” (Dev Ed
Committee Charge and Function). While the committee has provided guidance, a forum for
feedback, and funding for a variety of Dev Ed related proposals (see Appendix), the committee’s
2018-2019 focus has been the implementation of AB-705 (See Appendix). Because of the scale
of AB-705 implementation and the need to coordinate implementation, the Dev Ed committee
has also met on a regular basis in joint meetings with the 3SP committee and with the integrated
Student Equity and Achievement Program (SEAP) committee. Additionally, the Co-Chairs of
the Dev Ed Committee and the Dean of Student Engagement and Equity, who serves as the point
manager for the committee, participated on the writing team for the new Student Equity Plan,
which is at the core of SEAP and integrates 3SP, Equity, and BSI programs and funds.
A comprehensive list of the projects supported by the Dev Ed committee for 2018-2019 and
2017-2018 appears in the Appendix.
Ongoing Work and Needs:
Looking to AY 2019-2020, the committee will need to review the language of its charge and
function to insure it is able to meet the needs of students and faculty adjusting to a new
placement landscape. While our students’ needs have not changed, the way we have traditionally
grouped students into developmental and non-developmental courses, and thereby been able to
target interventions and support, will continue to change dramatically with the full
implementation of AB 705 in Fall 2019. As a result, the work of the Dev Ed committee has
shifted from a course-level definition of Dev Ed support to more capacious definition that
recognizes the way support will need to reach students and faculty throughout the college.
Based on this shift, the Dev Ed Committee proposes to focus on three areas for the 2019-20 year:
•
•
•
•
•

Re-defining the function and charge for the Dev Ed Committee in light of AB-705 and
Guided Pathways;
Redefine the role of the Dev Ed Co-chairs (currently one from English and Math) to
serve as leaders and thought partners in creating supports for students in English, ESL,
and Math, particularly in their first year;
Continue to use BSI funds, now included in SEAP, to support innovation in pedagogy,
curriculum development, student supports (i.e. tutoring, supplemental instruction), and
professional development;
Continue to support and model partnership between the Counseling, English, and Math
Departments and the Assessment Center, among other partners, in the implementation of
AB-705; and
Contribute to the implementation and design of SEAP at DVC.

One operational difficulty that continues to arise is the lack of a uniform, accessible funding
application process across the Dev Ed, Equity, and 3SP Committees which would also

appropriately intersect with the work of program review. The lack of a central application
undermines the college’s ability to coordinate and keep an account of the various projects.
Insofar as the application for funding process remains undefined and invisible to potential
applicants, the lack of a uniform application process limits the range of potentially innovative
proposals coming before the committees.

COLLEGEWIDE COMMITTEE
DEVELOPMENTAL EDUCATION
COMMITTEE
Charge/Function:
The Committee will support and oversee DVC’s Developmental Education Strategic Plan,
determine strategic initiatives for yearly focus based upon program review and the College’s
strategic directions, and coordinate funding activities related to the Statewide Basic Skills
Initiative funds. This will include:
1. Providing a college-wide forum for and evaluation of basic skills activities and initiatives
across the college.
2. Working with the Developmental Education Co-coordinators to continue to integrate
success for underprepared and ESL students into the goals of the college.
3. Issuing Requests for Proposals (RFPs) for innovative strategies and activities that will
equitably increase underprepared student success.
4. Evaluating proposals from RFPs and from program reviews to allocate developmental
education funding commensurate with the college’s strategic plan, the Developmental
Education Master Plan, and state Basic Skills Initiative guidelines.
5. Monitoring, evaluating, and reporting on the success of the implemented Dev Ed
proposals, and the status of developmental education at the college. Reporting will
include the state BSI report.
Meeting Times/Days:
The committee will meet once a month and will be listed on the campus meeting calendar linked
to the DVC homepage
Reporting Status:
Vice President of Instruction.
Vice President, Student Services, and College Council are consulted for review and
recommendations on those portions of the Developmental Education Strategic Plan that are not
academic and professional matters.
Portions of the Developmental Education Strategic Plan that are academic and professional
matters will follow DVC Procedure 1009.01 requiring consultation between the college president
and the Academic Senate.
Chair: Co-coordinators English and Math: 2-year terms.
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Membership:
Five (5) faculty to include:
 One member from Counseling,
 One member from SRC,
 Two Developmental Education Coordinators in English and Math.
 One at large faculty member from any discipline on campus
Three (2) administrators or managers:
 One from Student Services
 Dean of Student Engagement and Equity
One Classified Student services representative
 One Student Services representative, drawn from such areas as EOPS, DSS, Financial
Aid, Information Center, Relations with Schools, Assessment, and Student Life
One (1) DVC Student selected by the ASDVC
Term of Membership: One academic year; may be reappointed for additional terms.
Position

Name

Notes Date
Appointed

1. Classified: Student
Services
2. Co-coordinator (English)

Open
Lisa Orta

Fall 2016

3. Co-coordinator (Math)

Jenny Freidenreich

Fall 2016

4. Dean: Student
Engagement and Equity
5. Faculty: At-large
6. Faculty: Counseling
7. Faculty: English/ESL
8. SRC Manager
9. Faculty: Math/SRC
10. Manager: Student
Services
11. Student: ASDVC

Rosa Armendariz

Fall 2016

Heidi Goen-Salter
Paula Stanfield
Katy Agnost
Kenyetta Tribble
Asa Scherer
David Hagerty

Fall 2010
Fall 2012
SP 2018
FA 2017
FA 2017
SP 2017

Arieal
Young youngarieal@gmail.com.

FA 2017

12. Classified at large

Kristina Gomez

FA 2017

Term
Ends

Spring
2018
Spring
2018
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Dev Ed Proposal: Communities of Practice
Name/s: Dorian Eidhin, Heidi Goen-Salter, Kelly Kadi
Positions at the college: English faculty; English AB 705 Coordinators
Contact information: Dorian Eidhin (deidhin@dvc.edu); Heidi Goen-Salter (hgoensalter@dvc.edu): Kelly
Kadi (kkadi@dvc.edu)

Description of project
We are requesting funding for a new program related to AB 705, Communities of Practice (COP), with pay
for faculty participants as well as extra pay (via prep time) for COP facilitators.
A COP is a small (3-7 members), faculty-facilitated group that meets weekly. During weekly discussions,
group members will share best practices—in terms of teaching both academic and soft (“studenting”) skills.
By establishing several COPs, DVC will join its peers in supporting faculty as they face the new AB 705
landscape. For example, COPs will help instructors learn and practice some the scaffolding and other student
support they’ll likely need for effective reading and writing instruction. At the same time, COPs will also help
instructors maintain the rigor appropriate to transfer-level courses. Group members will be paid for their
time; group facilitators will be paid an additional 4 hours of prep (for the entire semester). (Facilitators will be
responsible for selecting appropriate topics, maintaining e-mail communication with their group members,
taking notes, and reporting back to the AB 705 coordinators).

Connection to Dev Ed Strategic Plan
The project addresses the following goals:
Goal 1: The college will foster excellence by integrating best practices in academic programs and studentsupport services.
A. Increase the number of underprepared students who successfully complete courses at both the
developmental and the college level.
C. Maximize the effectiveness of the assessment and placement processes to better serve
underprepared students.
E. Increase equity in underprepared student success.
Goal 3: The college will develop and implement a human resources plan to maximize employee expertise to
support the institution’s commitment ot excellence and equity
B. Offer a professional development program that supports best practices and that develops the
skills, knowledge, and abilities of our employees in terms of working with underprepared students

BSI compatibility: (as per BSI Expenditure Guidelines, May 1, 2015)
Select the category most relevant to your proposal
Our project best fits with:
o
o

Category A: Program and curriculum planning and development
Category I/G3: Professional development

Ways to measure the need (program review, survey, research data, etc.)
Connection to program review (if possible)/ Identified as a need by a department or college
committee:
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As noted in our program review, English is a large department, which means that we will need to dedicate
more training for new and veteran faculty.
In our program review, we’ve focused on ways the English department supports the college’s efforts to
improve student success and equity, including our work to meet the requirements of AB 705. Offering
Communities of Practice will allow us to satisfy the bill’s requirements by supporting our faculty as they make
important changes to their pedagogy and course design. This is especially important because we have a large
part-time pool of instructors. According to our last program review, we have 28 full-time and 74 part-time
instructors. While our full-time membership remains roughly the same every year, our part-time numbers
fluctuate, and each year we need to hire 12-20 part-time instructors to make up for attrition. While we offer
these new faculty members a mentoring program and some additional support, it’s not sufficient to
communicate the drastic change in pedagogy necessitated by the bill.
Our program review also specifically identifies the need for continual support of our programs:
 Section I B 1.2 and B 1.5 of IUPR: English department identifies the goal of supporting students in
gaining basic skills and completing basic skills courses as well as the goal of targeted interventions in
response to AB-705.
 Section I E 6 of IUPR: English department requests funding for professional development and a
departmental retreat in response to curricular changes from AB 705 and MMAP.
 Section III B1: The course success rate of the English department is stable at 75%. In order to
address the changes required by AB 705, while keeping our success rate strong, we need to support
our faculty through professional development activities such as these—especially professional
development we can pay our PT faculty for attending.

Project Management
New or continuing BSI proposal? This is a new proposal.
Project timeline: Our plan is to pilot the program starting the second week of fall semester. Long-term, we
hope to continue it as long as necessary to adjust to the changes AB705 brings.
Outcomes
Increase the number of underprepared students who
successfully complete courses at both the
developmental and the college level.

Maximize the effectiveness of the assessment and
placement processes to better serve underprepared
students.

Increase equity in underprepared student success.
Offer a professional development program that
supports best practices and that develops the skills,
knowledge, and abilities of our employees in terms of
working with underprepared students

Measurement
Survey instructors: To what extent do you feel
your students have increased their success as a
result of the professional development and
support you received via COPs?
Survey instructors: How effective did you
expect to find the State’s method of placing
students? How effective did you in fact find the
method when all was said and done (e.g., were y
our students as successful overall as they have
been in the past)? Did your participation in a
COP affect your response to these questions?
Survey faculty: To what extent do you feel the
COPs increased access and equity in your
classroom?
Survey faculty participants: To what extent did
the COP help you develop skills, knowledge,
and abilities that improve your ability to work
with underprepared students.
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Budget
 For Participants:
o 6 Members/group x $60/hour x 1 hour/week x 14 weeks x 7 groups = $35,280


For COP facilitators:
o 1 facilitator/group x $60/hour x 4 hours (1 hour/month) = $240



For end-of-semester workshop/share-out/celebration: $540

Total: $36,060

Longevity
The COP program will be piloted in the fall; if successful, we’d like to broaden COPs to include a criticalthinking focus, and maintain it for at least a few semesters, as we all settle into AB705.
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Dev Ed Proposal: Faculty-Led Clinics
Name/s: Dorian Eidhin, Heidi Goen-Salter, Kelly Kadi
Positions at the college: English faculty; English AB 705 Coordinators
Contact information: Dorian Eidhin (deidhin@dvc.edu); Heidi Goen-Salter (hgoensalter@dvc.edu): Kelly
Kadi (kkadi@dvc.edu)
Description of project:
Faculty-led writing clinics will be held one to two times a month (the same clinic topic being offered once on
a Monday or Wednesday, and once on a Tuesday or Thursday, to increase accessibility to all students), in the
Learning Center. During small, hands-on workshops, students will have opportunities to learn, refresh, or
practice skills of the composition classroom, including organization, important grammar concepts, plagiarism,
and more. Specific workshop topics will be drawn from student need (as reported by faculty).
AB 705 asks that we not only place all students in transfer-level English, but also offer them the support they
need to succeed. While support is important for all students, we think it will be especially critical for those
students who would previously (before AB 705) have been placed in developmental classes, but who have
opted to take stand-alone English 122. Faculty-led clinics will be part of a network of support for these, and
all, students. (We’re fortunate to be able to creat a broad network of support, one that also includes tutoring,
a supplemental-instruction program—funded, for now, through the English department—and in-class
interventions, including a workshop series and on-call tutoring.) Faculty-led clinics will provide an easy way
for for students to receive targeted (topic-specific), drop-in support stand-alone English 122 to get extra
support to 120 Ss who need more and for 122 Ss who need more.
Could also be a consequence for plagiarism.
Faculty will be paid for the writing clinics.
Connection to Dev Ed Strategic Plan
The project addresses the following goals:
Goal 1: The college will foster excellence by integrating best practices in academic programs and studentsupport services.
B. Create a campus culture that supports, encourages, and provides help outside the classroom for
underprepared students.
E. Increase equity in underprepared student success.
BSI compatibility: (as per BSI Expenditure Guidelines, May 1, 2015)
Select the category most relevant to your proposal
Our project best fits with:
o

Category D: Supplemental Instruction and Tutoring

Ways to measure the need (program review, survey, research data, etc.)
Connection to program review (if possible)/ Identified as a need by a department or college
committee:
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Our program review specifically identifies the need for targeted interventions and additional support in light of
AB705:
 Section I B 1.2 and B 1.5 of IUPR: English department identifies the goal of supporting students in
gaining basic skills and completing basic skills courses as well as the goal of targeted interventions in
response to AB-705.
 Section III B1: The course success rate of the English department is stable at 75%. In order to
address the changes required by AB 705, while keeping our success rate strong, we need to support
our students in every way possible.
Recent data about tutoring in our English tutoring lab show that we serve only a narrow band of students.
About 60% of the students who receive tutoring have a GPA of 3.0 or higher; 21% of have between a 2.0
and 2.9. In other words, the students who may most benefit from English tutoring—those in the C/D
range—are not receiving it. Additionally, while the student population that seeks tutoring is diverse, it’s
remarkable that just 15% of that population is either African American (5%) or Latinx (10%). It’s clear that as
a school we need to find more ways to reach a more diverse range of students. Of course, faculty-led clinics
will not be a panacea; however, they will diversify and broaden our current network of support. In general,
the more we diversify and broaden this network of support, the more likely we are to reach more kinds of
students. And, the clinics’ drop-in, group-setting may appeal to students who don’t seek out one-on-one help.
Moreover, students may be likely to attend a faculty-led clinic if they are recommended by their teachers
and/or if their attendance is incentivized (e.g. with extra credit).
Project Management
New or continuing BSI proposal? This is a new proposal.
Project timeline: Our plan is to pilot the program starting the second week of fall semester. Long-term, we
hope to continue it.
To assess the outcomes of the program, we can create a survey for both students and faculty.
Outcomes

Measurement

Create a campus culture that supports, encourages, and
provides help outside the classroom for underprepared
students.

Survey student participants about affective
responses (e.g. How well does this program
contribute to a culture of support here at DVC?)

Increase equity in underprepared student success

Survey faculty participants: (e.g. How effective
did the clinics feel in terms of reaching a diverse
range of students?)
Survey student participants: (e.g. To what extent
do you feel this program increased your success
in class? How likely were you to have sought out
other kinds of writing/reading help such as
tutoring?)

Budget
The budget reflects the cost of one faculty member planning (1 hour) and facilitating (1.5 hours) one clinic a
month for four months:
$60 (average certificated “other” rate) x 2.5 hours/month x 4 months x twice per month = $1200
Total: $1200

Dev Ed Funding Proposal: Faculty-Led Clinics, Fall 2019

Longevity
The program will be piloted in fall. If successful, we’d like to carry it forward.
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Dev Ed Proposal: On-Call Tutoring
Name/s: Dorian Eidhin, Heidi Goen-Salter, Kelly Kadi
Positions at the college: English faculty; English AB 705 Coordinators
Contact information: Dorian Eidhin (deidhin@dvc.edu); Heidi Goen-Salter (hgoensalter@dvc.edu): Kelly
Kadi (kkadi@dvc.edu)
Description of project:
On-call tutoring will bring trained tutors to the composition classroom on an as-needed basis throughout the
semester. The on-call tutoring program will broaden the reach of our tutoring program, providing muchneeded support to all students, particularly those who may be struggling in English 122.
This program will be part of a contingent of department-led efforts (including faculty-led clinics, English
advising, a supplemental-instruction program, and a new student-support workshop series, and on-going
professional development for English faculty) to meet the requirements of AB 705. The law asks that we not
only place all students in transfer-level English, but also offer them the support they need to succeed. While
support is important for all students, we think it will be especially critical for those students who would
previously (before AB 705) have been placed in developmental classes, but who have opted to take standalone English 122.
For the pilot program, we envision having two on-call tutors available during prime time, Monday through
Thursday (from 9:35-12:35), and one on-call tutor available for two hours on Friday. We’d also like to have a
tutor available one evening each week. If no one has signed up for on-call services, tutors will be available to
provide drop-in tutoring in the English tutoring lab.
Connection to Dev Ed Strategic Plan
The project addresses the following goals:
Goal 1: The college will foster excellence by integrating best practices in academic programs and studentsupport services.
B. Create a campus culture that supports, encourages, and provides help outside the classroom for
underprepared students.
E. Increase equity in underprepared student success.
BSI compatibility: (as per BSI Expenditure Guidelines, May 1, 2015)
Select the category most relevant to your proposal
Our project best fits with:
o

Category D: Supplemental Instruction and Tutoring

Ways to measure the need (program review, survey, research data, etc.)
Connection to program review (if possible)/ Identified as a need by a department or college
committee:
Our program review specifically identifies the need for targeted interventions and additional support in light of
AB705:
 Section I B 1.2 and B 1.5 of IUPR: English department identifies the goal of supporting students in
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gaining basic skills and completing basic skills courses as well as the goal of targeted interventions in
response to AB-705.
Section III B1: The course success rate of the English department is stable at 75%. In order to
address the changes required by AB 705, while keeping our success rate strong, we need to support
our students in every way possible.

Recent data about tutoring in our English tutoring lab show that our we serve only a narrow band of
students. About 60% of the students who receive English tutoring have a GPA of 3.0 or higher; 21% of have
between a 2.0 and 2.9. In other words, the students who may most benefit from English tutoring—those in
the C/D range—are not receiving it. Additionally, while the student population that seeks tutoring is diverse,
it’s remarkable that just 15% of that population is either African American (5%) or Latinx (10%). On-call
tutoring is one way for us to reach a more diverse range of students and—critically—to reach those students
who wouldn’t otherwise access tutoring but who need support.
Project Management
New or continuing BSI proposal? This is a new proposal.
Project timeline: Our plan is to pilot this program starting mid-semester or as soon as funding becomes
available. If the program is effective, we will plan to continue and expand it.
To assess the outcomes of the program, we can create a simple survey for students addressing the questions
below. Similarly, for faculty participants (i.e. faculty who bring on-call tutors to their classes), we can do a
survey to assess their sense of the program’s effectiveness.
Outcomes

Measurement

Create a campus culture that supports, encourages, and
provides help outside the classroom for underprepared
students.

Survey student and faculty participants to gauge
if/how the program affected campus climate.

Increase equity in underprepared student success

Survey student and faculty participants about
their sense of how effective the program was in
terms of helping students improve their reading,
writing, and related skills.

Budget
The budget reflects the cost of 27 hours/week of tutoring by trained tutors:
$13 (rate of pay for tutors) x 27 hours/week x 12 weeks = $4212.
Total: $4,212
Longevity
The program will be piloted in fall. If successful, we’d like to carry it forward.

